BLUE VCC
Secure suppliers payments through e-card
BLUE VCC IN FEW WORDS...

Tourism professionals are facing with new safety requirements. Our BLUE VCC “No touch” solution allows you to streamline your payment process by creating an automatised virtual credit card. Our solution can be PCI DSS compliant.

Create single or multiple-use virtual cards and limit their duration to secure and track your payment. Choose between two ways of integration according to your needs, and benefit from a 100% programmable solution to manage your suppliers payments by choosing among a wide list of our partner banks.

WHY CHOOSING BLUE VCC?

- No development needed for BLUE VCC
- Generate automatised cards
- Generate reporting to monitor expenses
- Bill reconciliation with providers
  
  each VCC number is associated to a booking reference
EASY SETUP

1. Choose among one of our banks partners to issue your VCC card*

2. KOEDIA configures needed settings

3. Connection is ready to go

*Add and use several partners simultaneously

PRE-REQUISIT

- Work at least with one of our banks partner

PRICING

- SETUP FEE
- TRANSACTION FEE

One-shot fee

Regular fees
HOW DOES BLUE VCC WORK?

CLIENT / TRAVELLER → CLIENT PAYS THE AGENCY

AGENCY

CLIENT PAYS ON THE WEBSITE

OTA

CLIENT PAYS ON THE WEBSITE

WEBSITE

AUTOMATIC ENTRY

XML

ORDER

BANK

AUTHORIZED

BLUE

BLUE CREATES A ONE-SHOT OR MULTIPLE-USE E-CARD

UNIQUE OR MULTIPLE-USE E-CARD SETTING BY PROVIDER AND LIMITED IN TIME

E-CARD PAYS THE PROVIDER

PROVIDER

CLIENT PAYS THE AGENCY

AGENCY CREATES AN E-CARD MANUALLY

CLIENT PAYS ON THE WEBSITE

YOUR PAYMENT SYSTEM
ALL YOU CAN DO WITH BLUE VCC

**SECURE** payments.

**LABEL** every payment with a unique reference number.

**SAVE** money and optimize your rebates.

**GUARANTEE** bookings according to your suppliers' policy.

**MANAGE** limit, modify, or cancel e-cards.

**DEFINE** validation workflow.

**CREATE** different authorizations for user profiles.

OUR KEY FACTS 2019

+ **than 600 000**
  credit cards issued

+ **than 200 million €**
  business volume through Blue
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